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TOWN OF EATON, N.H.
TOWN WARRANT
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
THE POLLS WILL BE OPEN FROM
1:00 P.M. to 6:00 P.M.
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Eaton in the County of Carroll in
said State, qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Evans Memorial BuUding (Town
Hall) in the Town of Eaton, County of Carroll on Tuesday the eighth of
March, 1988, at one o'clock in the afternoon to act upon the following
subjects herein after set forth. The polls shall open for balloting at 1:00
P.M., or as soon thereafter as the Moderator calls the meeting to order
and declares a quorum present. Voting on Article 1 (election of officers).
Article 2 (combining the office of Town Clerk and Tax Collector for a three-
year term), and Article 3 (proposed amendments to the Town of Eaton
Zoning Ordinance), shall be by official ballot. The remaining articles on
the Warrant shall be acted upon at eight o'clock in the evening.
ARTICLE # 1.
To choose all necessary Town officers for the year ensuing.
ARTICLE # 2.
To see if the Town is in favor of having the office of Town Clerk com-
bined with the office of Tax Collector, thereby creating a new office of
Town Clerk-Tax Collector to be held by one individual for a three-year
term. In accordance with RSA 41:45-a. (Balloting for the individual to fill
the new office will take place at Town Meeting in March 1989.)
ARTICLE # 3.
To see if the Town is in favor of adopting twelve amendments to the
Town of Eaton Zoning Ordinace of 1973 dealing with: setbacks, cluster
development, open spaces in wetlands, protection of the character of the
Village Zone, permitted uses in the Rural Residential Zone, the Wetland
Conservation District Map, wetlands violations, establishing a Commer-
cial/Light Industrial Zone, definition of "slope," definition of "multifamily
dwelling unit," and, adoption of the Life Safety Code (with a code en-
forcement officer).
ARTICLE # 4.
To raise such sums of money that may be necessary to defray town
charges for the ensuing year and make appropriation of the same; in-
cluding town officers salaries, town officers expenses, election and
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registration expenses, expenses of the Town Hall and other buildings,
Social Security and Withholding taxes, fire department, insurance, civil
defense, health department, vital statistics, town dump, town road main-
tainance (summer and winter, highway block grant, and general ex-
penses), street lighting, town poor and old age assistance, recreation,
cemeteries, interest, planning and zoning, legal expenses. State revenue
sharing, capital reserve funds, general fund trusts, and unemployment
compensation.
ARTICLE # 5.
To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to borrow money in
anticipation of taxes, if necessary.
ARTICLE # 6.
To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to administer and
dispose of any real estate acquired by the Town through Tax Collector
Deeds, reference RSA 80:42.
ARTICLE # 7.
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to apply for,
accept, and expend such Federal, State, or other governmental unit or
private source of funding which becomes available during the year, in
accordance with RSA 31:95-b.
ARTICLE #8.
To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to accept private dona-
tions of land, interest in land or money to be deposited into the Conser-
vation Commission funds for the purposes of contributing to the local
matching portion required for acquiring conservation land or interest in
land and other costs associated therewith for permanent conservation use
under State and Federal programs, and authorize the Selectmen to app-
ly for and accept the State or Federal matching funds for the purposes
of acquisition of the fee or lesser interest in conservation land. Said ap-
propriated or donated funds and State or Federal matching funds may
be expended by a majority vote of the Conservation Commission.
ARTICLE # 9.
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Eaton Conservation Com-
mission to make application for a grant or grants from appropriate trust
funds and to expend any funds received to enhance the public usefulness
of Town Lands.
ARTICLE # 10.
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Eaton Conservation
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Commission to retain the unexpended portion of its 1988 receipts, said
funds to be placed in a special conservation fund, in accordance with RSA
36-A:5.
ARTICLE #11.
To see if the Town will vote to establish and maintain an Eaton Fire
Department, in accordance with RSA 154 and the following ordinance:
TOWN OF EATON — FIRE DEPARTMENT ORDINANCE
1. The Eaton Fire Department is hereby established as a department
of town government and is authorized to fight fires in Eaton or to go to
the aid of another town, village, or fire district within or without the state,
for the purpose of extinguishing fires.
2. The Fire Chief shall be appointed by the Board of Selectmen in ac-
cordance with RSA 154:5 for an indefinite period and the Fire Chief's
tenure of office shall depend on his/her good conduct and efficiency. The
Fire Chief shall be technically qualified by training or experience and shall
have the ability to command firefighters and hold their respect and con-
fidence. The Fire Chief may be removed only for just cause and after hear-
ing with reasonable notice in writing of the charges against him/her.
3. Deputy Fire Chief(s) shall be appointed annually by the Board of
Selectmen.
4. The Chief and Deputy Fire Chief(s) shall constitute a board, elect
a clerk and adopt a badge of office.
5. Firefighters shall be appointed annually by the Board of Selectmen
on recommendation of the Fire Chief. A copy of each appointment shall
be given to the individual concerned and another copy filed with the Town
Clerk.
6. The Fire Department shall be organized by the Fire Chief. He/she
will appoint or elect officers, cause the department to care for and preserve
Town property entrusted to it, and conduct training of firefighters. The
Fire Department shall night and day use its best endeavors to extinguish
any fire that may happen in Eaton or the vicinity.
7. (a). Except as provided in RSA 224, the Fire Chief shall have authority
and control over all firefighters and officers and all fire engines and ap-
paratus and all persons whose duty it is to aid in extinguishing fires in
Eaton.
(b). The Fire Chief shall have the authority to enforce local ordinances,
the NFPA Life Safety Code (if adopted by the Town), and State laws per-
taining to fire and safety.
(c). The Fire Chief or his designee shall have the authority to recom-
mend issuance of occupancy permits to the Selectmen for all new struc-
tures, defined as places where people live, work or assemble, and addi-
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tions to structures, as defined above. Permits will be issued after two in-
spections during the course of construction, said inspections to be based
on local ordinances, the State Fire Code, and other pertinent State laws.
A written report shall be provided to the owner or occupant of inspected
properties and a copy shall be retained by the fire chief for public
inspection.
(d). The Fire Chief may establish regulations for the prevention and
control of fires, and for removal of combustibles from any building. Such
regulations will be signed by the Fire Chief and recorded by the Town
Clerk and posted in two public places in Eaton thirty days before they
shall take effect. Each breach of such regulations shall constitute a
violation.
(e). The Fire Chief may establish regulations respecting hazardous
materials and will be governed by the New Hampshire Hazardous
Materials Incident Emergency Response Plan.
(f). If any building is deemed by the Fire Chief to be dangerous to
persons or the property of others, by reason of decay, want of repair,
or otherwise, he/she may give written notice to the owner, the same to
be served personaly or by certified mail, to repair or alter the same; such
notice shall contain a complete statement of the repairs or alterations to
be made. If the owner does not reside in Eaton like notice may be served
on the occupant, if any. If repairs or alterations are not made within five
days after notice, unless the Fire Chief has granted an extension for
reasonable causes, the owner or occupant so notified shall be guilty of
a violation for each day's neglect and shall be liable for the damage suf-
fered by a person or the owner of any buildings or property consumed
by fire communicated from such dangerous building.
8. The Fire Chief is responsible for keeping in order all apparatus pro-
vided by the Town for extinguishment of fires and all sources of water
prepared for the Fire Department, within available funds. The Fire Chief
shall annually report to the Town the condition of all apparatus belong-
ing to the Town under his/her care, and the amount expended for repairs
thereon.
9. The Fire Chief, or in his/her absence the senior officer in charge pre-
sent, shall have direction of all engines and other apparatus, and the
government and direction of all persons and proceedings relating to any
fire or emergency.
10. Bills for the operation of the Fire Department shall be approved or
disapproved by the Fire Chief and if approved, shall be presented to the
Board of Selectmen for payment, within the limits of funds appropriated.
11. Any expenses incurred by the Eaton Fire Department outside the
limits of its jurisdiction may be charged to the town, village, or fire district
whose officials requ,ested such aid.
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12. The Eaton Fire Department, upon certification of its competency
by the State Fire Marshall fully to fight structure fires may, after consulta-
tion with and concurrence of the Board of Selectmen, join local fire mutual
aid systems in accordance with RSA 154:30-a to :30-f.
13. The provisions of RSA 154:31 to :34, concerning relief to disabled
and deceased firemen shall apply in the Town of Eaton, as shall provi-
sions of the Town's liability and workers compensation insurance and
other applicable State laws.
14. Exept those covered by paragraph 13, above, volunteers. Chiefs,
and officers of the Eaton Fire Department shall serve without monetary
compensation unless they must serve unusual lengths of time at an inci-
dent, e.g., losing an entire day's work spent cleaning up a hazardous
waste spill, in which case they would be compensated at a rate set by
the Board of Selectmen in consultation with the Fire Chief, or in the case
of fire inspectors who would be paid at a rate set by the Board of
Selectmen.
15. Any volunteer joining the Eaton Fire Department after enactment
of this ordinance shall be required to pass a physical examination con-
ducted by an approved physician, clinic or hospital to the satisfaction of
requirements adopted by the Fire Department and the Board of Selectmen.
16. Each member of the Eaton Fire Department must strive to attain
certifiction for training as a firefighter within the time and conditions
prescribed by the New Hampshire Fire Standards and Training Commis-
sion under RSA 154:C:1 and :C:5. Failure to achieve progress toward cer-
tification may subject members to lack of reappointment by the Board
of Selectmen.
Adopted this 8th day of March, 1988
ARTICLE #12.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $14,093
for fire protection, to be used by the Eaton Fire Department, as follows:
$5,000: Used pumper truck first year of five equal payments
976: Interest on pumper truck loan at 7.25%
3,000: Tools, supplies, equipment, training
1,000: Rehabilitation of donated tank truck, if one can be found
1,117: Liability & Workers Compensation Insurance
1,000: Fire Prevention
500: Five Radio Pagers
1,500: Maintainance of present tanker truck and possible used pumper
ARTICLE #13-
To see if the Town will vote to choose members of the Town Planning
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Board and Zoning Board of Adjustment by election rather than by ap-
pointment as is presently done. Under authority of RSA 673:2 II (b) and
RSA 673:3.
Agreeable to a petition signed by Mark S. Provost and others.
ARTICLE #14.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,770
to support the budget of the Cemetery Trustees as follows:
EXPENSES REVENUES
Grading/Seeding (Snowville) 2500 Survey Balance '87 400
Survey completion (Snowville) 600 Hatch Trust Fund 700
Fence & Stone Repair (Hatch) 1020 Trust Funds 250
Total Expenses: $4120 $1350
' Amount to be raised by taxes: $2,770.00
ARTICLE #15.
To see if the Town will vote to adopt the provisions of RSA 80:58-86
for a real estate tax lien procedure. These statutes provide that tax sales
to private individuals for non-payment of property taxes on real estate
are replaced with a real estate tax lien procedure under which only a
municipality or county where the property is located or the state may
acquire a tax lien against land and buildings for unpaid taxes.
Agreeable to a petition signed by Ruby A.B. Hurll and others.
ARTICLE #16.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000.00





To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $9,500.00
for deposit in the already established Capital Reserve Fund "Road
Reconstruction."
ARTICLE # 18.
To see if the Town will vote to create a Capital Reserve Fund for the
purpose of replacing the town road grader.
ARTICLE #19.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
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$5,000 for deposit in the Capital Reserve Fund for replacing the town road
grader.
ARTICLE #20.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,500.00
for the purpose of installing a dry hydrant in Snowville on land of An-
drew Gerling. Mr. Gerling has given the Town an easement for installa-
tion and maintainance of the dry hydrant.
ARTICLE #21.
To see if the Town wUl vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,100.00
for the Town Hall for the purpse of installing emergency lights, a smoke
alarm system audible and visible inside and outside the building, and
to bring the furnance room up to fire retardation standards.
ARTICLE #22.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $325.00
for the support of the summer water safety program.
ARTICLE #23.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $125.00
for support of the Tri-County Community Action Program.
ARTICLE # 24.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $415.00
for the support of the Children and Youth Project of Mount Washington
Valley.
Agreeable to a petition signed by Thomas N. Lane and others.
ARTICLE #25.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,250.00
to assist the Conway Recreation Department in providing recreation pro-
grams to the residents of Eaton.
Agreeable to a petition signed by Philip Kelly and others.
ARTICLE #26.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $385.00
to assist the Family Health Centre.
Agreeable to a petition signed by JoAnn Kelly and others.
ARTICLE #27.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $153.45
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for the support of Children Unlimited, Inc., said sum being equal to $.55
per person in the Town of Eaton.
Agreeable to a petition signed by William H. Sparks and others.
ARTICLE #28.
To see if the Town wUl vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $523.80
for the Visiting Nurse Services of Northern Carroll County, Inc., said sum
being equal to $1.80 per person in the Town of Eaton (291 - based on 1986
census from the Office of State Planning).
Agreeable to a petition signed by William H. Sparks and others.
ARTICLE #29.
To see if the Town wUl vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $340.00
to provide a Valley Social Security Worker to assist the eight towns now
served by Gibson Center for Senior Services.
Agreeable to a petition signed by Lawrence S. Ross and others.
ARTICLE #30.
To see if the Town wUl vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $600.00
for the support of the Gibson Center for Senior Services and the Gibson
Center's Meals and Wheels Program.
Agreeable to a petition signed by Philip Kelly and others.
ARTICLE #31.
To see if the Town wUl vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $315.00
to assist the Carroll County Mental Health Service.
Agreeable to a petition signed by Linda A. Jenkins and others.
ARTICLE #32.
To act on any other business that may legally come before this meeting.
Given under our hands and seal, this 22nd day of February, in the year
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We hereby certify that we gave notice to the inhabitants within nam-
ed, to meet at time and place for the purpose within mentioned, by
posting an attested copy of the within Warrant at the place of meeting
within named, and a like attested copy at the Eaton Village Store, being
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N.H. Electric Cooperative, Inc. 64,350.00
Public Service of N.H. 169,800.00
Total $18,089,325.00
Number of Individuals Applying for an
Elderly Exemption 1986





Granted in Granted for Totals
Prior Years 1987
No. of Acres No. of Acres No. of Acres
Farm Land 146.23 18.8 165.03
Forest Land 6,794.31 271.41 7,027.11
Wild Land
1) Unproductive 193.05 193.05
2) Productive 219.00 219.00
3) Natural Preserve
Recreation Land
Wet Land 121.21 8.8 130.01
Flood Land
Discretionary Easements
Total Number of Acres Exempted under Current Use 7,734.20
Total Number of Acres Taken Out of
Current Use During Year 38.61
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STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS




Town Officers' Salaries $ 6,500.00
Town Officers' Expenses 8,750.00
Election and Registration Expenses 1,000.00
Cemeteries 3,800.00
General Government Buildings 4,000.00
Reappraisal of Property 1,250.00
Planning and Zoning 4,500.00
Legal Expenses 8,100.00
Advertising and Regional Association - Article 10 388.00
Perambulation - Article 12 1,100
PUBLIC SAFETY
Fire Department- $6,500 + Article 30 $2,350 8,850.00
Civil Defense 50.00
HIGHWAYS, STREETS & BRIDGES
Town Maintenance 30,000.00
General Highway Department Expenses: $7,000




Solid Waste Disposal 23,614.00
HEALTH
Health Department - $502+ 300 + 600 + 400 + 153 1,955.00
Hospitals and Ambulances 3,280.00
Animal Control 50.00
Vital Statistics 200.00
Family Health Center - Article 20 350.00
WELFARE
General Assistance - $1,500 + 250 (Art 3)
+ 400 (Art 18) + 100 (Art 25) 2,250.00
CULTURE AND RECREATION
Library 200.00
Parks and Recreation: $3,500 + 250 (Art 13)
+ 1,080 (Art 14) 21 4,830.00
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DEBT SERVICE
Interest Expense - Tax Anticipation Notes 4,000.00
CAPITAL OUTLAY
Cove Camp Road Reconstruction - Article 3
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MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES
Interests on Deposits 5,000.00
Sale of Town Property 50.00
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES
Withdrawals from Capital Reserve 15,000.00
Revenue Sharing Fund 1,709.00
Fund Balance 50,000.00
TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS 155,762.00
TAX COMMITMENT ANALYSIS
Property Taxes to be Raised 297,389.00
Less War Service Credits 1,400.00
Total Tax Commitment 295,989.00
TAX RATES Prior year tax rate (86) Approved tax rate (87)
Town 5.37 2.68
County .84 1.05
School Dist. 13.07 12.71
Municipal Tax Rate 19.28 16.44
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EATON'S TOWN MEETING
1987
The annual Town Meeting of the Town of Eaton, N.H. was called to
order on March 10, 1987 at 8:00 PM by Moderator Ellsworth T. Russell
Mr. Russell read the "Call to Meeting" and the articles of the Warrant.
The Moderator then called Leslie S. Feron to the podium and presented
her with a plaque in recogniation of her "outstanding conribution to the
Planning Board and to the citizens of Eaton, NH" signed by the three
Selectmen. The same was presented to C. Jerome Underwood, who could
not be present, so was accepted by his wife, Doris.
Article 1 - To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensu-
ing. This had been done by ballot earlier in the day and the following
officers were elected.
Selectman for three years Francis S. Gospodarek
Moderator for 3 years Ellsworth T. Russell
Tax Collector for 3 years Charles W. Hurll
Treasurer for 3 years Jane P. Ross
Town Clerk for 3 years Ruby A.B. Hurll
Auditor for 1 year Douglas K. Blue
Highway Commissioner for 1 year Elwyn R. Thurston
Trustee of Trust Funds for 3 years Barbara G. McKenzie
Article 2 - To see if the Town is in favor of adopting five amendments
to the Town of Eaton Zoning Ordinance of 1973 dealing with: erection
of buildings on streets, a new definition of "Wetlands," miniumum floor
area, a new definition of "Home Occupation," and, a revised system of
minimum lot sizes based on soils and slopes. This Article also had been
voted on by ballot earlier in the day.
Amendment No. 1 - Erection of buildings on streets. Passed 55-24.
Amendment No. 2 - A new definition of Wetlands. Passed 63-18.
Amendment No. 3 - Minimum floor area. Passed 49-33.
Amendment No. 4 - New definition of "Home Occupation."
Passed 52-30.
Amendment No. 5 - Revised system of minimum lot sizes based
on soil and slopes. Passed 50-27.
For complete text of these amendments, see Addenda.
Article 3 - Mary Gospodarek moved to accept the Town Budget as
printed in the Town Report, page 11 & 12, Linda Jenkins seconded. Select-
man Gospodarek asked if the mover and seconder would accept amend-
ments to the budget as written. They agreed,
meeting or a special town meeting.
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The Board of Selectmen wanted to amend the budget by adding a line
under Highways, Streets and Bridges in the amount of $7,500.00 for
engineering studies of Cove Camp Road, which had been petitioned for
conditional layout too late to be reflected in the printed budget, and Ms.
Suzanne Raiche wished to make a request for $250.00 as a one-time ap-
propriation for relief of the Mt. Washington Valley Chapter of the Red
Cross, which has an operating deficit, said $250.00 to be added under
Welfare.
Selectmen Gospodarek answered questions concerning the process for
laying out a road, noting that the Board of Selectmen was inclined to pro-
ceed with steps toward conditional layout because the road already serves
a substantial number of people, including some who get to their proper-
ty in Conway via Cove Camp Road, because our newly adopted Master
Plan describes the area served by Cove Camp Road as Batons' affordable
housing district (calling for multi-family housing and higher densities)
and has as goal C to "Plan where growth will occur and timing of develop-
ment to prevent the growth rate from increasing faster than availablity
of community services and road networks," and because the Board of
Selectmen are aware that one large landowner served by Cove Camp Road
is considering subdivision and development.
In answer to Mr. Donahue's question. Selectmen Gospodarek stated
that the conditional layout had been petitioned by Mr. Kenneth Dean,
owner of Cove Campground, and the the proposed road is one mile long.
Selectman Gospodarek noted that many steps would have to be taken
before the road proposal came to a public hearing, at which time any in-
terested party would be allowed to testify on the public need for the road
to allow the Selectmen to determine whether the road is necessary for
the public good. Mr. Gospodarek said that the petitioned road, if approv-
ed, would be paid for entirely out of betterment assessments, which
would be assessed against those property owners in Eaton and Conway
who abut or are served by Cove Camp Road and that engineering costs
would be included in the betterment assessments. He noted that a peti-
tion by the majority of landowners served by the road, if presented to
the Selectmen within ten days after a public hearing, and was opposed
to the layout, would end the process at that point unless the petitioner
or the Town wanted to take the issue to court.
Selectmen Gospodarek also noted that financing of the road and ac-
ceptance of it by the Town would have to be taken up at next town
meeting or a special town meeting.
Dr. Biddle wanted to know the estimated cost of bringing the road up
to town standards. Selectman Gospodarek answered that the Board of
Selectmen and the Highway Commissioner had looked at the road and
estimated that it would cost roughly $90,000.00. Robert Donahue
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wanted to know why the applicant could not be forced as a condition
of acceptance of his layout petition to pay the costs of engineering studies.
Mr. Gospodarek answered that the petition was so new that the Board
of Selectmen were not sure whether such a course was legal. Mr. Donahue
said he would prefer that the Town not spend money for engineering
studies. Mr. Gospodarek said that if it were legal, the Board of Select-
men would seek to place the costs of engineering onto the petitioner.
Ms. Raiche then spoke about the local Red Cross Chapter's need for
a one time infusion of operating funds, which the chapter was seeking
from all towns served by it. She stated that failure to secure the funds
would probably mean merger of the local chapter with one headquartered
as far away as Laconia. Ms. Raiche answered questions about what the
local chapter does and how it gets its money (none from the Federal or
State Governments and most from local businesses and wealthier donors
who were at the limits of their capability to give).
Selectmen Gospodarek told the Moderator that inclusion of $7,500.00
plus $250.00 in the budget would raise total appropriations to $157,421.00.
Moderator Russell then called the question to a vote. John Gospodarek
moved, Frank Gospodarek seconded. Passed 49-1.
Article 4 - To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to borrow
money in anticipation of taxes, if necessary. Douglas Blue moved, Mark
Provost seconded. Passed 49-0.
Article 5 - George Booth moved, Robert Donahue seconded to see if
the Town will authorize the Selectmen to administer or dispose of any
real estate acquired by the Town through Tax Collector Deeds, reference
RSA 80:42. Passed 50-0.
Article 6 - To see if the Town will vote to authorize for, accept and
expend such Federal, State, or other governmental unit or private source
of funding which become available during the year, in accordance with
RSA 31:95b. Moved by Donald McBrien, seconded by George Booth. Pass-
ed 49-0.
Article 7 - To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Eaton Conser-
vation Commission to make application for a grant or grants from ap-
propriate trust funds to enhance the public usefulness of Town lands.
Moved by Donald McBrien, seconded by Suzanne Russell. Passed 49-0.
Article 8 - To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Eaton Conser-
vation Commission to retain the unexpended portion of its 1987 receipts,
said funds to be placed in a special conservation fund, in accordance with
RSA 36, A-5. Charles Hurll moved, Suzanne Russell seconded. Passed
49-0.
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Article 9 - To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $2,000.00 for the purchase of a new highway truck, to be deposited
into the Capital Reserve Fund created for this purpose. Frank Gospodarek
moved, George Booth seconded.
The question was asked as to why the amount was $1,000.00 less than
last year. It was explained that Road Commissioner Elwyn Thurston had
got a good price on the new truck this year, so some of the money from
past years was saved; hence the lesser amount this year. Passed 49-0.
Article 10 - To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $388.00 for maintaining membership in the North Country Council
for one year in order to obtain assistance for the Town Selectmen, Plann-
ing and Zoning Boards, and other committees requiring the services of
the Council. Alice Linscott moved, George Booth seconded.
Linda Jenkins asked who would be using the Council this coming year,
since the Master Plan was completed. Frank Gospodarek answered it
would primarily by the Planning Board, but the Selectmen will have some
spot questions from time to time too. Passed 49-1.
Article 1 1 - To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of
$1,709.22 for reconstruction or replacement of Town bridges, and
authorize the Selectmen to withdraw the above amount, plus interest,
from the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund. George Booth moved, Frank
Gospodarek seconded. Passed 49-0.
Article 1 2 - To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $1,100.00 for costs of perambulation of the Freedom and Madison
Town Lines. Charles Hurll moved, Linda Jenkins seconded.
It was brought out that this must be done every seven years, and means
about fourteen miles of lines - Allan Robotham said it needs a good moun-
tain goat to do these two lines! Passed 50-0.
Article 1 3 - To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $250.00 for the support of the summer water safety program.
Suzanne Russell moved, George Booth seconded. Suzanne stated it is
a bargain at the price. Passed 51-0.
Article 1 4 - To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $1,080.00 to assist the Conway Village Recreation Commission
in providing recreation programs for residents of the Town of Eaton. Mary
Gospodarek moved, Suzanne Russell seconded. It was brought out that
many Eaton children participate in the program, such as hockey, baseball,
football, summer programs, etc. Passed 48-0.
Article 1 5 - To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $502.00 for the Visiting Nurse Services of Northern Carroll
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County, Inc., said sum being equal to $1.80 per person in the Town of
Eaton. Alice Linscott moved, Larry Ross seconded. Passed 51-0.
Article 1 6 - To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $300.00 to assist the Carroll County Mental Health Service. Linda
Jenkins moved, Mark Provost seconded. Passed 48-0.
Article 1 7 - To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $600.00 for the capital budget of the Memorial Hospital, North
Conway. Allan Robotham moved, James Worcester seconded. Passed
46-0.
Article 1 8 - To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $400.00 for support of the Gibson Center for Senior Services and
the Gibson Center Meals Program. Alice Linscott moved, Larry Ross
seconded. Alice stated that people from Gibson Center asked her why
more Eaton residents do not participate in their programs - they would
like her to spread the word to the Eaton people that they are missed. Pass-
ed 47-0.
Article 19 - To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $400.00 for the support of the Children and Youth Project of Mount
Washington Valley. Linda Jenkins moved, Suzanne Russell seconded.
It was stated that this includes shots, well baby clinics, etc. Sixteen Eaton
children received physical exams at an average cost of $38 per exam. Pass-
ed 47-0.
Article 20 - To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $350.00 to assist the Carroll County Family Health Centre (Fami-
ly Planning, Prenatal and Primary Care Program). Larry Ross moved,
Claudia Sundman seconded. We were referred to a letter to the Select-
men, printed on pages 60-61 in the Town Report, for an explanation of
their work. Passed 40-8.
Article 2 1 - To see if the Town will vote the Trustees of the Trust Funds
to be Cemetery Trustees, each individual trustee's term to expire
simultaneously with his/her term as a Trustee of the Trust Funds. The
Cemetery Trustees shall be responsible for determining the prices of
cemetery lots and of perpetual care, and for preparing an annual cemetery
budget. Allan Robotham moved, James Worcester seconded. Passed 48-3.
Article 2 2 - To see if the Town will vote to create a general fund trust
for the purpose of cemetery maintainance, the fund to be named the
"Town of Eaton General Cemetery Maintainance Fund", and further to
authorize financing of this fund through the sale of cemetery lots and
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perpetual care assessments. Donald McBrien moved, James Worcester
seconded. Passed 48-2.
Article 23 - To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $1,100.00 for the survey and placement of measurement markers
in the newer section of Snowville Cemetery, as recommended by the
Trustees of the Trust Funds. Allan Robotham moved, Mark Provost
seconded. Money appropriated last year was not used because of extra
work which had to be done first, such as cutting trees, pulling stumps,
etc.; so on December 31, this money went back into the General Fund.
Thus the appropriation this year. Passed 46-3.
Article 24 - To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $1,500.00 for the purposes of cutting trees, pulling tumps and
seeding new grass in the newer section of Snowville Cemetery. Allan
Robotham moved, James Worcester seconded. The cemetery must be ex-
tended, so trees must be cut, stumps pulled, etc. Passed 50-2.
Article 25 - To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $100.00 for support of the Tri-County Community Action Outreach
Program. John Gospodarek moved, Irena Gospodarek seconded. This in-
cludes fuel programs, winterization, etc. Passed 44-0.
Article 26 - To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $153.45 for support of Children Unlimited, Inc. Larry Ross mov-
ed. Colleen McCormick Lane seconded. We were referred to the letter
to the Selectmen, dated January 12, 1987 and printed in the Town Report
on page 62. One child in Eaton is participating in the program for Special
Needs Children. Passed 45-0.
Article 27 - To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $15,000.00 for inclusion in the already established Capital Reserve
Fund for constructing and reconstruction of bridges and major culverts
on Town roads, and to authorize the Selectmen to withdraw money from
the fund for the above purposes, under provisions of RSA 35. James
Worcester moved, Allan Robotham seconded. Passed 45-1.
Article 28 - To see if the Town will vote to create a general fund trust
for the purpose of periodic asphalting of Town roads, to be named the
"Town of Eaton Asphalting Fund" under provision of RSA 31:19-a. Patrick
Blymyer moved. Colleen McCormack Lane seconded. The Road Com-
missioner explained that every four years roads must be asphalted again;
this article does not include new roads. Passed 48-0.
Article 29 - To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $3,000.00 for inclusion in the Town of Eaton Asphalting Fund.
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Allan Robotham moved, James Worcester seconded. Passed 44-0.
Article 30 - To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $2,350.00 for the purpose of purchasing a 250 gallon/minute
firefighting pump, 300 feet of one-and-a-half inch forestry hose, and a
portable radio to be used by Town Forest Fire Wardens in communica-
tion with Carroll County and Conway dispatchers (with the understan-
ding that only half the money might be spent if State matching funds
can be obtained). Donald Dashnau moved, James Coogan seconded.
George Booth would like to see a committee set up to make an overall
study of what can and should be done for fire fighting here in town. Pass-
ed 45-2.
Article 3 1 - To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $550.00 for the purchase of a Dictaphone recording and transcrib-
ing device for use of Town Officers in preparing transcrips or minutes
of public hearings or meetings. Suzanne Russell moved. Colleen McCor-
mack Lane seconded. This is needed for use at public hearings and
meetings; will cut time of transcribing by more than half. Passed 50-1.
Article 32 - To see if the Town will vote to ratify the acceptance by
the Selectmen for the Town of the Tricentennial Trust Fund for educa-
tional scholarship grants to be made from annual interest beginning in
2077, as recommended by the Trustees of the Trust Funds, and to create
a general fund trust to be known as the "Tricentennial Trust Fund" to
be funded by the money already in the Tricentennial Trust Fund.
The Moderator called Charles W. Hurll to the podium to explain what
the Fund is, since probably many people present had never heard of it.
Mr. Hurll read the indenture and asked that the document be included
in the minutes of this Town Meeting, along with the list of the 176
"members of the gift committee." Mr. Hurll explained that the document
had been accepted by the Selectmen and the Trustees of Trust Funds in
1976, and had been recorded by the Carroll County Registry on January
4, 1977 (Liber 648, Page 372). He also stated that he and his committee
had neglected to have it on the Warrant at Town Meeting in 1977 to be
voted on and accepted by the Town.
Mr. Hurll went on to say that when he read this Article 32 as printed
in the Town Report, he was upset to find that the grants would begin
in 2077, instead of on July 4, 2076, as written in the indenture. He was
also upset about the changing of the Trust Fund to a "general fund trust."
He went to the Department of Revenue Administration to see if this was
as it should be. Two persons at the DRA, when shown the article, gasped
with horror and said the article was illegal as worded and referred him
to Terry Knowles of the Attorney General's Office for Charitable Trusts.
Terry Knowles said that the article as written was illegal because it could
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not be put into a general fund trust without first applying to the Court
for permission do do so and receiving a Court Order authorizing the same.
On recommendation of Terry Knowles, Mr. Hurll moved that Article
32 be amended to read as follows: To see if the Town will vote to accept
the Tricentennial Trust Fund, dated July 4, 1976. Colleen McCormack Lane
seconded the motion. Passed 45-0.
Then Mr. Hurll made the motion to accept Article 32 as amended, to
read "To see if the Town will vote to accept the Tricentennial Trust Fund
dated July 4, 1976." Seconded by Kenneth Dean. Passed 41-0.
TRICENTENNIAL TRUST
This Indenture of Trust made as of July 4, 1976, by and between the
Town of Eaton (by its Trustee of Trust Funds), a municipal corporation
located in Carroll County, New Hampshire, hereafter called "Eaton"; and
the Bicentennial Scholarship Gift Committee, a voluntary group of in-
dividual persons hereafter enumerated and hereafter termed "Scholar-
ship Committee",
WITNESSETH:
Whereas, in recognition of the bicentennial anniversary of the organiza-
tion of the government of the United States of America and in recogni-
tion particularly of citizens of the Town of Eaton who have made their
respective contributions to this government over the first two centuries
of its existence, and for the benefit of the citizens of the Town of Eaton
living subsequent to the tricentennial anniversary of the organization of
our government, the Scholarship Committee hereby gives, transfers and
sets over to Eaton a sum of money to be held by it for and upon the follow-
ing purposes, uses and trusts:
1. The scholarship fund hereby established shall be held by the person
or persons authorized by statute to take and hold in trust gifts and legacies
as further provided in New Hampshire Revised Statutes Annotated,
Chapter 31, hereafter called "Trustees".
2. By acceptance of said scholarship fund, Eaton may not be made sub-
ject to any liability beyond the amount of the fund and the income thereof.
3. The Trustees shall hold said fund intact until July 4, 2076, investing
said fund in investments permitted by statute for trustees of town trust
funds and accruing the income thereon without diminution in any way,
provided funds and accruing the income thereon without diminution in
any way, provided however, that in the event of future statutory changes,
the Trustees shall not be required to violate any validly enacted and lawful
statute to comply with this provision.
4. As of July 4, 2076, the fund together with the accrued income thereon
shall be considered a principal fund for scholarship purposes, only the
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income thereon to be thereafter expended for purposes set forth in Clause
SEVEN, following.
5. Subsequent to July 4, 2076, the Trustees shall invest the principal
fund in investments permitted by statute for trustees of town trust funds
in perpetuity, disbursing the entire annual income thereon for the pur-
poses set forth in Clause SEVEN, following.
6. As of July 4, 2076, there shall be created a committee consisting of
the members of the board of selectmen, the school board and the trustees
of town trust funds to administer the scholarship program, provided
however, that in the events that a town school board as prescribed in
New Hampshire Revised Statutes Annotated, Chapter 197, Section 16,
as amended by Laws of 1975, no longer exists in said form because of
future statutory changes, then the town meeting shall select three respon-
sible citizens of the town to be members of the committee in place of the
school board. This committee shall be called the Scholarship and Educa-
tional Loan Committee, and except as otherwise provided by law or by
this instrument, it shall determie its own rules and procedures.
7. The Scholarship and Educational Loan Committee shall at appropriate
times award the annual income of the fund for academic purposes in-
cluding subsistence, supplies and tuition under the following conditions:
a. The recipient must be a resident of the Town of Eaton and have
been a bona-fide resident of said town for at least the three years next
preceding the granting of any scholarship under this instrument, not-
withstanding the fact that the statutory definition of resident may require
a lesser period of time.
b. The grant of scholarship aid shall be made for post-high school
education, as the term "high school" is presently used, and may be for
study at a college or comparable institution either within or without the
State of New Hampshire.
c. The Scholarship and Educational Loan Committee shall determine
in the case of each scholarship grant whether it is appropriate to require
repayment of part or all of each such grant and shall take the necessary
steps to ensure partial or complete repayment if the Committee deems
it necessary under such terms and conditions as it may deem appropriate.
8. If the purposes of this scholarship fund, as set forth herein, are
frustrated and cannot be attained because of changes not presently to be
foreseen, then upon application to the appropriate court and in accor-
dance with the finding and decree of said court, this scholarship fund
shall terminate and the proceeds shall be divided pro rata among the then
living persons entitled to vote in the Town of Eaton.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this instru-
ment to be executed and their seals affixed hereto.
It is signed Town of Eaton By its Board of Selectmen Edward H. Hoyt,
Paul D. Hennigan, and Samuel B. Head; Town of Eaton By Milton A.
Garland, Trustee of Trust Funds. Dated July 4, 1976 and Sealed with the
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Town Seal. Following are the names of the Members of the Town of Eaton
Tricentennial Trust Fund Gift Committee, July 4, 1976.
Allard, Lucie M.; Barney, Jane L., Roger W.; Baxter, David J., Marie
D.; Bean, Chester H., Flora B., Larry D., Nancy Jean, Deborah Anne,
Willie Harold; Beno, Brett, Donald; Berge, Lily, Stephens; Bickford, Eva
M.; Blue, Douglas K., Shirley Snow, Heather, Holly Snow, Ian, Peter
K.; Borden, Bradford P., Judith A., Andrea, Sarah; Border, Dr. John, Mrs.
John (Donna), Anne, Charles, John, Peter; Bregy, Lawrence W. Jr.;
Brown, Margaret M.; Burns, William J., Mrs. William J. (Nancy); de Car-
valho, Carlos, Liza; Cass, John W., Madeline S.; Choremi, Aglaia; Diller,
George H.; Dundrick, Stanley J., Mrs. Stanley J.; Dewitt, Richard; Dyer,
Helen G., Henry S.; Edge, Elizabeth L., John R.; Ellis, Edward S.; Evans,
Jill; Felber, Michael Jay; Fitzpatrick, Arlene, John; Foord, Carol C, Kristen
Elizabeth, Stefan Eugene; Fowler, Grace T., Harry M.; Fox, Frances;
Eraser, Charles, Margaret; French, Mary, Robert, Frank, Pat; Waukeela
Camp, Gabriel, Twid, Vic; Garland, Margaret E., Milton A.; Gospodarek,
Francis S., Mary P.; Griffin, Donna C; Griswold, Gabrielle; Hall, Donald
H., Mrs. Donald H. (Wilhelmine); Head, Helen R., Samuel B.; Heath,
Bert, Cynthia Estelle, O'Neil E., Marcia S., Richard L., Glenna, Joanne,
Richard L. Jr., Stewart B.; Henney, Keith; Hennigan, Paul D.; Howe,
Robert E., Mrs. Robert E. & Family; Hurll, Charles W., Charles W. Jr.,
Margaret, Joanie, Karen, Susan; James, Ms. Connie; Kleinmeier, Ann
Marie, Eugene; Lang, Peter Alan; Lee, Eleanor B., Robert F., Levesque,
Glenn; Lewis, Elizabeth A., JohnE., Frederick A.; McKenzie, Alexander
A., Barbara G., Keith, Kenneth, Linda; Milliman, Crosby, John; Milton,
Barbara P.; Mladjen, Ethel, John, Ethel, Michael; Mulvey, Frank; Noon,
Winnifred E.; O'Brien, Becky M., Charlene P., Thomas J.; Parker, Cyn-
thia R., William A.; Perkins, Ethel M., William J.; Philbrick, Edna M.;
Phillips, Mary E., William J.; Phipps, Helen S.; Picard, Jerome; Prince,
Helen; Rickert, Kathryn R., Thomas; Robotham, Allan C, Elsie; Ross,
Lawrence E.; Russell, Dorothy French, Ellsworth T.; Schafer, Niki, Rick;
Shackford, Ernest E., Nellie M., Mary M.; Slack, Juanita Ratner; Simonds,
Joan; Snow, Helen G., Mrs. Leslie, Mrs. Leslie N., Wilson, Mrs. Wilson;
Spalding, Caroline; Stineford, Raymond; Surko, Louise L., Thoms, J.
Robert, Pauline I.; Thompson, Andrew Sr., Margaret; Thurston, Robert;
Toppan, Roland G., Jr., Mrs. Roland G. (Virginia); Ticko, David & Fami-
ly; Verney, Barry E., Mrs. Barry E. & Family; Walsh, William; Williams,
Thayne S.; In Memory of French, Florence, Frank Marshall; In Memory
of Heath, Mazie; In Memory of Rickert, August A., Olga.
Article 33 - To act on any other business that may legally come before
this meeting.
1. The Clerk announced that she had a letter from Alexander A. McKen-
zie, who could not be present because of a death in the family and which
he had requested to be read as follows:
"Eaton Town Meeting, 1987. Warrant Article 33. A Comment. When
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Nella and Keith Henney gave Brooks Pasture to the Town, they expected
that the ongoing blueberry crop income would be used to help support
the work of the Eaton Conservation Commission. The Henneys did not
limit their gift, however, by so stipulating in the deed. Since 1971, crop
money had been paid into the Eaton Conservation Fund, under a
'gentleman's agreement' with the Selectmen, who require, however, that
blueberry income from Foss Mountain be paid into the general revenues.
In 1986, our contractor, Lloyd Merrifield, paid the Town $85.10 as his
agreed share of the gross income from the Brooks Pasture blueberry crop.
This amount was retained in the general revenues, which can be used
to reduce taxes, but nothing was given to the Conservation Commission,
as indicated by absence of any such income item in the financial state-
ment on page 57 of the 1986 Eaton Town Report. Mr. Merrifield paid the
Town an additional $254.70 in 1986, as shown by the item totaling $339.80
on page 44 of the Town Report. This amount was due the Town as a result
of an upward adjustment of the price paid by Cherryfield Foods to Mer-
rifield in 1986 for the 1985 Foss Mountain crop. This amount properly
belongs in general revenues. The accountings shown in the Town report
are accurate, so far as is known, and no blame attaches to anyone for
failure to pay the customary Brook Pasture portion into the Conserva-
tion Fund. It is regrettable that this error makes it appear that the wishes
of the donors of Brooks Pasture have been ignored. In future years, the
undersigned will attempt to present a succession of Warrant Articles so
the Town can vote yearly to eliminate possibility of recurring error." and
signed Alexander A. McKenzie.
Selectmen Francis Gospodarek announced that this $85.10 had been
paid into the Conservation account in January, 1987.
2. Grace T. Fowler announced that there would be a Town Supper on
April 4, 1987, with a rafle for the benefit of the lighting fund for the skating
rink. The Conway Players will entertain with their one-act play. John
Gospodarek took this opportunity to thank the Circle for his scholarship.
3. Mr. Hurll confessed to an error for the past thirty years. The word
"escrow" is incorrect, and should read that the money is "held in custody
of the Treasurer in the General Fund." RSA 80: 33A.
4. Peter Cutrone wanted to know who to go about setting up a com-
mittee to look into the fire fighting needs of the Town. He was referred
to James Coogan, and they will go from there.
The Town Meeting adjourned at 10:35 PM.
Ruby A. B. Hurll
Town Clerk
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Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 1 to the Town
of Eaton Zoning Ordinance of 1973, as proposed by the planning board,
as follows:
Page 7 Article IV add the following:
I. ERECTION OF BUILDING ON STREETS.
1. No buUding shall be erected on any lot within any part of the
municipality nor shall a building permit be issued for the erection of a
building unless the street giving access to the lot upon which such building
is proposed to be placed:
(a) Shall have been accepted or opened as, or shall otherwise have
received legal status of, a class V or better highway prior to that time; or
(b) Corresponds in its location and lines with:
(1) A street shown on the official map; or
(2) A street on a subdivision plat approved by the planning board; or
(3) A street on a street plat made by and adopted by the planning
board; or
(4) A street located and accepted by the local legislative body of the
municipality, after submission to the planning board, and in case of
the planning board's disapproval, by the favorable vote required in
RSA 674:40; or
(c) Is a class VI highway, provided that:
(1) The board of selectmen after review and comment by the plann-
ing board has voted to authorize the issuance of building permits for
the erection of buildings on said class VI highway or a portion thereof;
or
(2) The municipality neither assumes responsibility for maintenance
of said class VI highway or liability of any damages resulting from
use thereof; and
(3) Prior to the issuance of a building permit, the applicant shall pro-
duce evidence that notice of the limits of municipal responsibility and
liability has been recorded in the county registry of deeds; and
(4) Prior to the Town's acceptance of a class VI road, or any portion
thereof, the landowner is required, at his expense, to bring the road
up to town standards.
2. Whenever the enforcement of the provisions of this section would en-
tail practical difficulty or unnecessary hardship, and when the cir-
cumstances of the case do not require the building, structure or part
thereof to be related to existing or proposed streets, the applicant for such
permit may appeal from a decision disapproving the issuance of a per-
mit to the Zoning Board of Adjustment in accordance RSA 677, including
the requirement for a public hearing. In passing on such appeal or ap-
plication, the board of adjustment may make any reasonable exception
and shall have the power to authorize or issue a permit, subject to such
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conditions as it may impose, if the issuance of the permit or erection of
the building would not tend to distort the official map or increase the
difficulty of carrying out the master plan upon which it is based, and if
erection of the building or issuance of the permit will not cause hardship
to future purchasers or undue financial impact on the municipality. Any
such decision made in this connection by a board of adjustment pursuant
to this section and RSA 677 shall be in writing, together with the reasons
for the decision, and shall be subject to review in the manner described
in RSA 677.
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 2 to the Town of
Eaton Zoning Ordinance of 1973, as proposed by the planning board as
follows:
On Page 16 Article XII definitions, to delete the present definition of
"Wetlands" and replace it with the following:
Wetlands: Lands containing soils classified by the national cooperative
soil survey as poorly drained or very poorly drained including, but not
restricted to, marshes, shallow ponds, swamps, bogs, seasonally flood-
ed flats, poorly drained meadows, and, in general, areas that are inun-
dated or saturated with groundwater at a frequency or duration to sup-
port a prevalence of wetland vegetation adapted for life in saturated soil
conditions.
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 3 to the Town of
Eaton zoning ordinance of 1973, as proposed by the planning board, as
follows; Page 7. Article IV add paragraph
H. Minimum Floor Area: Each dwelling must contain 720 square feet of
interior area on the main floor.
Are you in favor of the adoption of amendment no. 4 to the Town of Eaton
Zoning Ordinance of 1973, as proposed by the planning board, as follows:
On page 15 article Xn definitions, to delete the present definition of "Home
Occupation" and replace it with the following:
Home Occupation: Any use conducted entirely within a dwelling or an
accessory building by a member or members of the family domiciled
therein, with a maximum of two employees in addition to the family,
which is clearly incidental and secondary to the use of the dwelling as
a residence and does not change the character thereof.
No home occupation shall be permitted that:
1. Changes the outside appearance of the dwelling.
2. Results in outside storage or display.
3. Generates traffic, parking, sewerage or water use in excess of what
is normal in the neighborhood.
4. Creates a hazard to person or property, results in electrical in-
terference, or becomes a nuisance.
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11. Table I.
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The soil types listed below have one or more limiting characteristics that
make the soil type "NA" or require on-site investigation, no matter what
other characteristics of the soil may be present.
Soil Type Minimum Lot Size
5***H NA, poorly drained soil
Leicester (LD, Lf) Naumburg (Na)
Limerick (LK, Lm) Raynham (Ra)
Ridgeburg (Rg, RI)
6***H NA, very poorly drained soil
Alluvial, wet (AW) Muck & Peat (MU)
Chorcorua Muck (CM) Ossipee Muck (OT)
Freshwater Marsh (FA) Whitman (Wc)
Greenwood Muck & Peat (GW)
*75*H NA, floodplain soil
Alluvial, wet (AW) Podunk (Po, Ps)
Hadley (Ha) Suncook (Sf)
Limerick (LK, Lm) Winooski (Wn)
Ondawa (Of, Oh, Os)
**4*H NA, Rock outcrop (RO, RP)
*66*H NA, fill does not meet the Standards for Fill Material
(see Key to Soil Types)
76* *H On-site evaluation needed
The Soil Type symbols are explained in the Key To Soil Types.
"NA" means not allowed
"*" means any slope or any number.
Minimum lot size interpretation is based on Table 1, page 226 of the Draft
Water Quality Management Plan, Southern Rockingham Planning Com-
mission 208 Project and further evaluations.
Standards for High Intensity Soil mapping were created by the Society
of Soil Scientists of Norther New England which includes USDA Soil Con-
servation Service.
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KEY TO SOIL TYPES
This key is used in determining soil types that are utilized in high inten-
sity soil survey for administration of lot-size by soil types regulations.
The soil types are defined as soils having the same soil characteristics of
drainage class, parent material, restrictive features, and slope; and are
designated by a five part symbol, the parts being A, B, C, D, E.
SYMBOL A - DRAINAGE CLASS
1 - excessively drained
2 - well drained
3 - moderately well drained
4 - somewhat poorly drained
5 - poorly drained
6 - very poorly drained
7 - not determinable (to be used only with Symbol B-6)
SYMBOL B - PARENT MATERIAL
1 - Glaciofluvial Deposits (outwash/terraces)
2 - Glacial Till Material
Marine or Glaciolacustrine Deposits:
3 - Very fine sand and silt deposits
4 - Loamy/sandy over silt/clay deposits
5 - Silt and clay deposits
6 - Excavated, regraded or filled
7 - Alluvial Deposits
8 - Organic Materials, Fresh Water
9 - Organic Materials, Tidal Marsh
SYMBOL C - RESTRICTIVE FEATURE (if more than one applies, list
the most restrictive.)
1 - None.
2 - Bouldery, with more than 15% of the surface covered with
boulders.
3 - Mineral restrictive layers(s) are present in the soil profile less
than 40 inches below the soil surface - such as hard pan, pla-
ty structure, clayey texture. For the soil characteristics that
qualify for restrictive layer, see Soil Manual for Site Evalua-
tions in New Hampshire, page 2-22, figure 2-8.
4 - Bedrock present in the soil profile to 40 inches below the
soil surface (bedrock is either a lithic or paralithic contact -
See Soil Taxonomy, p. 48-49).
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5 - Subject to flooding (must be used with Symbol B-7).
6 - Does not meet fill standards* (only to be used with Symbol B-6).
X - Areas where depth to bedrock is so variable that a single soil
type cannot be applied will be mapped as a complex of soil
types and will have a symbol of C or X.
SYMBOL D - SLOPE CLASS
B - to 8%
C - 8 to 15%
D - 15 to 25%
E - 25% plus
SYMBOL E - HIGH INTENSITY SOIL MAP IDENTIFIER - H
Addendum to KEY TO SOIL TYPES
* 1. Standards for Fill Material
Fill material consisting of organic soil or other materials such as
tree stumps, sawdust, wood chips and bark, even with a soil
matrix, should not be used.
The in-place fill should have less than 15% organic soil by
volume.
The in-place fill should not contain more than 25% by volume of
cobbles (6 inch diameter) and boulders (larger than 12 incles in
diameter).
The in-place fill should not have more than 27% by weight of
clay size (0.002mm and smaller) particles.
The fill should be essentially homogenous. If bedding planes
and other discontinuities are present, detailed analysis is
necessary.
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EATON SPECIAL TOWN MEETING
OCTOBER 27, 1987
The Special Town Meeting of the Town of Eaton was called to order
on Tuesday, October 27, 1987 at 6:00 PM by Moderator Ellsworth T.
Russell.
Article 1 - To see if the Town will vote to authorize the expenditure
of federal ($8,901.00) and state ($1,484.00) funds allocated to the Town
as a result of the flood disaster declared last spring by Governor John
Sununu and to appropriate the Town's matching share ($1,484.00) for
such funds, per RSA 31:5a
Alex McKenzie made the motion that we accept the Federal (8,901.00)
and State ($1,484.00) funds allocated to the Town, and to appropriate the
Town's matching funds are required. Seconded by Douglas Blue.
In answer to a question, the Selectmen stated that the Federal and State
estimate was higher than the Selectmen and Road Agent had estimated.
The vote was called. Passed 18 to 0.
Henry Fowler voted to adjourn. Douglas Blue seconded. Meeting ad-
journed at 6:10.
Respectfully submitted.
Ruby A. B. HurU
Town Clerk
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TOWN OF EATON, N.H,
FINANCIAL REPORT OF THE TOWN OF EATON
For the Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1987
ASSETS
Cash:







Accounts Due to the Town:
Due from State 1987 Flood Aid
TOTAL ACCOUNTS DUE TO THE TOWN
1,484,
1,484
Unredeemed Taxes: (from tax sale on account of)
(a) Levy of 1986 25,682
TOTAL UNREDEEMED TAXES 25,682
Uncollected Taxes: (Including All Taxes)








Fund Balance-December 31, 1986
Fund Balance-December 31, 1987







ACCOUNTS OWED BY THE TOWN:
Cemeteries 1,472
Unexpended Revenue Sharing Funds 19
Marnie Cobbs 3,500
Perambulation 600
Dog license fees collected - Not remitted 33
School District Tax Payable 85,000
Tax anticipation notes outstanding 125,306
Property Taxes Collected in Advance 418
TOTAL ACCOUNTS OWED BY THE TOWN 216,348
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TOTAL LIABILITIES 216,348
FUND BALANCE - Current surplus
(excess of assets over liabilities) 127,280
GRAND TOTAL 343,628
TAXES - ALL TOWN FUNDS
A. TAXES
Property Taxes -Current Year- 1987 222,984
Resident Taxes - Current Year- 1987 2, 050
Yield Taxes - Current Year- 1987 7, 031
Property and Yield Taxes -Previous Years 25,602
Resident Taxes — Previous Years 190
Land Use Change Tax -Current and Prior Years 12,727
Interest and penalties on taxes 2,183
Tax Sales Redeemed 5,288
Motor vehicle permit fees 27,657
TOTAL TAXES COLLECTED AND REMITTED 305,712
B. LICENSES AND PERMITS
Dog Licenses 315
Business Licenses, Permits and Filing Fees 2,015
All Other Licenses, Permits and Fees
TOTAL 2,330
INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUES-ALL FUNDS
A. FROM THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
Revenue Sharig Grants and interest 1,060
TOTAL 1,060
B. FROM THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
Shared Revenue 9,787
Highway Block Grant 21,427
All other State grants -Forest Fire-FEMA 9,901
TOTAL 41,115
C. FROM OTHER LOCAL GOVERNMENTS
Reimbursements from other Local Governments 1,500
TOTAL 1,500
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CHARGES FOR SERVICES-ALL FUNDS (Exclude transfers)
Sale of cemetery lots 150
Rent of Town Property 2,305
TOTAL 2,455
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES -ALL FUNDS (Exclude transfers)
Sale of Town Property 60
Interest on Investments 4,742
Withdrawals from Capital Reserve Funds 19,764
Other miscellaneous revenue 9,976
TOTAL 35,542
NON-REVENUE RECEIPTS-ALL FUNDS (Exclude transfers)
Tax Anticipation Notes 125,000
TOTAL 125,000
TOTAL RECEIPTS FROM ALL SOURCES 520,190




TOWN OF EATON, N.H.
SANITATION










Parks and Recreation 4,229
DEBT SERVICE
Interest -Tax Anticipation Notes 3,667
OPERATING TRANSFERS OUT
TOWN OF EATON, N.H.
PAYMENTS TO OTHER GOVERNMENTAL DIVISIONS
To State-Dog and Marriage Licenses 63
Taxes paid to County 19,378
To School District 1987 233,452
Total payments for all purposes 561,249




CASH AND INVESTMENTS AT END OF THIS FISCAL YEAR
Cash and Deposits 199,061
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TOWN OF EATON
SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
As of December 31, 1987
DESCRIPTION VALUE
Town Hall, Lands and Buildings 702,750.00
Furniture and Equipment 22,000.00
Libraries, Lands and Buildings
Furniture and Equipment
Police Department, Lands and Buildings
Equipment
Fire Department, Lands and Buildings
Equipment 3,700.00
Highway Department, Lands and Buildings 38,550.00
Equipment 36,000.00
Materials and supplies 5,000.00
Parks, Commons and Playgrounds 38,550.00
TOTAL 841,550.00
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AUDITOR'S CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that I have examined the books, vouchers, bank
statements and other financial records of the Treasurer, Town Clerk, Tax
Collector, Trustees of the Trust Funds, Conservation Commission, and
Selectmen for the Town of Eaton for the year 1987, and find that they
correctly reflect the status of these funds at the time of audit.
February 4, 1988
Douglas K. Blue
Auditor, Town of Eaton
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TOWN CLERK REPORT




TOWN OF EATON, N.H.
TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1987
TOWN OF EATON, N.H.
CR.
REMITTANCES TO TREASURER DURING FISCAL YEAR:
TOWN OF EATON, N.H.
Levy of 1987
UNCOLLECTED PROPERTY TAXES AS OF
JANUARY 15, 1988 and
AS PER COLLECTOR'S LIST
Alves, Faith Timberlake 233.45
* Baldwin, Ernest & Shirley L. 57.54
Bean, Larry & Nancy 868.03
Bean, Russell H., Heirs 577.04
Blake, Aaron & Gail M. 501.42
* Burdick, Charles M. & Sarah H. 191.53
Burri, C. Edward & Mary Lou 967.49
Congo, Lewis C, Jr. 437.30
Day, Perley C, Jr. & Ronnie P. 494.02
Duncan, Nubian & Anita 809.67
Eldridge, Richard 423.33
* Foley, Patrick J. & Bonnie J. 120.01
Goslee, Lucinda & Terrance P. 947.27 Bal.
Jenkins, Walter & Karen 264.68
Kelly, Philip C. & JoAnn L. 1,631.67
* Lyna, Janet A. 98.64
Murphy, George B. 2,506.28
Patterson, Robert R. (Heirs) 114.26
Ross, Lawrence E. & Jane P. 800.00 Bal.
Selmi, Charles R. & Marie J. 905.02
Shaw, Jonathan G. 190.70
Stuart, Carl & Alberta 303.32
Waukeela Camp, Inc. 2,700.00 Bal.
$16,142.67
Note: (*) denotes paid in January after 1/14/88
I hereby certify that the above list showing the name and amount due
from each delinquent taxpayer, as of January 14, 1988, on account of the





Uncollected Property Taxes 12/31/87 $ 71,702.17
Taxes Paid on or Before 1/14/88 278,961.17
Uncollected Property Taxes 1/14/88 16,142.67
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LEVY OF 1987
UNCOLLECTED RESIDENT TAXES ON DECEMBER 31, 1987
AS PER COLLECTOR'S LIST
Day, Ronnie P. 10.00
Evans, Daniel 10.00
Kelly, JoAnn L. 10.00
Kelly, Philip C. 10.00
Ross, Jane P. 10.00





Underwood, Kelly A. 10.00
Vanasse, Gerard L. 10.00
Vanasse, Polly K. 10.00
$130.00
Note: (*) Indicates paid in January
I hereby certiy that the above list showing the name and amount due
from each delinquent taxpaper, as of December 31, 1987, on account of
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TOWN OF EATON, N.H.
1987 TREASURER'S REPORT
Jane P. Ross, Treasurer
RECEIPTS
Charles W. Hurll, Tax Collector
1984 Tax Sales Redeemed 807.37




1985 Tax Sales Redeemed 3,673.60









Resident Tax Penalties 18.00
Cost 200.41
Tax Sales Redeemed 2,183.81
Interest & Costs 115.18
Escrow 243.33
TOWN OF EATON, N.H.
Ruby Hurll, Town Clerk
1987 Motor Vehicle Permits
TOWN OF EATON, N.H.











Balance on Hand, Jan. 1. 1987
Interest
Transfer to General Fund






HENNEY HISTORICAL TRUST GRANT
Balance on Hand, January 1, 1987 0.00
Deposit - June 16, 1987 3,500.00
Interest 116.62
Balance on Hand Dec. 31, 1987 3,616.62
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Loring, Short & Harmon
N.H. City & Town Clerk Association















N.H.R.S.A. Interim Anno. 4/87
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N.H. Local Welfare Administration Association 15.00
North Country Council 388.00
New England Telephone 36.82
State of N.H. O.A.S.I. 3.69
Indian Head Bank North 17.50




State of N.H. Environmental Service Lab 32.00
Olympic Business Machine 40.00
The Lock Shop 11.00
Town of Madison, N.H. 66.00
Alexander McKenzie, Treas. Eaton Vol. Firemen 3.92
George Booth 31.91
ELECTION AND REGISTRATION
The Reporter $ 50.00
Minuteman Press 418.35
Ruby A.B. Hurll 42.00
Francis S. Gospodarek 42.00
Bernard F. Hurley 42.00





Grace T. Fowler 108.00
Sherwin/Dodge Printers ' 40.00
TOWN HALL AND OTHER BUILDINGS
Little Pond Disposal $ 261.58
AT&T 56.70
New England Telephone 277.28
Public Service Co. of N.H. 795.24
Ariadne Carvalho 60.00
White Mountain Oil Co. 414.77
Conway Supply Co. 82.62
N.H. Municipal Workers Comp. Fund 18.90
C.N. Brown Co. 597.31
Francis S. Gospodarek 2.18
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FIRE/FOREST FIRE
Conway Fire Department $5,757.00
The Lock Shop 10.50
Schurman-Leask Electr. 976.90
Moultonboro Fire Dept. 225.00
Bennett Sales & Service 1,205.45
Dr. Dawson 70.00
PLANNING/ZONING
Suzanne Russell $ 111.50
Office Mechanics 51.00
The Reporter 285.00
C. Jerome Underwood 8.35
The Tyler Press 2,172.74
Equity Publishing 132.76
Mary P. Gospodarek 26.39
Sherwin/Dodge Printers 327.33
Cartographic Associates, Inc. 1,040.44
Minuteman Press 15.00
INSURANCE
N.H. Municipal Assn., PUT, Inc. $ 4,210.00
Conway-Dahl Insurance Agency 459.00
N.H. Municipal Workers Comp. Fund 788.00
Public Officials Liability Ins. 1,704.00
HEALTH DEPARTMENT
Town of Conway, N.H. $ 3,280.00
Children Unlimited, Inc. 153.45
Children & Youth Project 400.00
Carroll County Mental Health Services 300.00
Visiting Nurse Service 502.20
Family Health Centre 350.00
TOWN DUMP AND GARBAGE REMOVAL
Town of Conway $ 23,614.00
SUMMER ROAD MAINTENANCE
Elwyn R. Thurston $ 5,560.90
Albert Dewitt 4,122.00
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Charles Gibbs 216.00
WINTER ROAD MAINTENANCE






Alvin J. Coleman & Son 86.99
BRIDGES
Wendell H. Brooks $ 12,000.00
G. Wendell Brooks 8,353.00
Sawyer Engineering 1,000.00
STREET LIGHTING
Public Service Co. of N.H. $ 1,435.42
GENERAL EXPENSE OF HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
Elwyn R. Thurston $ 26,613.50
Wendell Brooks 1,355.00
Fred Goss 670.00
Alvin J. Coleman & Son 2,860.38
W. Frechette Tire Co. 547.79
Wallace Energy Inc. 1,175.78
Bailey Auto Supply 1,395.13
Tony's Variety 26.13
C.N. Brown Co. 125.24
Gemini Sign Designs 125.00
Power Products 76.49
DiPrizio GMC 135.11
Carroll E. Shackford 325.00
Frechette Oil & Backhoe 4,680.85
Babcock Equipment Co. 594.02
Maine Oxy-Acetylene 48.42
McBurnie Oil Co. 2,089.96
Conway Supply Co. 97.34
K&S Distributors 344.74
Tilton Sand & Gravel 269.50
Chadwick B.A. Ross, Inc. 146.48









Treasurer, State of N.H.
Gibson Center for Senior Services
American Red Cross
Tri-County Community Action
MEMORIAL DAY AND OTHER CELEBRATIONS











H. Edmund Bergeron, Engr.
John Gospodarek
Donald Libby
Trustees of the Trust Fund
DAMAGES AND LEGAL EXPENSES
Cooper, Fauver & Deans, P. A.
Shaines & McEachern
Internal Revenue Service
TAXES BOUGHT BY TOWN























TOWN OF EATON, N.H.
DISCOUNTS, ABATEMENTS, REFUNDS
Ron Ciraco $ 149.00
Hope Cobb 261.26
Ronald B. & R.A. Conrado 44.82
Town of Eaton Conservation Commission 85.10
Robert K. French 30.85
P. & M. Blymyer 9.64
Robert Linscott 33.00
George B. Murphy 18.36
Francis S. Gospodarek • 12.95
North Conway Bank 689.05
R. Bruce Southard 72.13
RETIREMENT AND SOCIAL SECURITY
Treasurer, State of N.H. $ 33.89
Internal Revenue Service ' 677.00
PAYMENT WITHHOLDING
Internal Revenue Service $ 2,647.12
INTEREST
Internal Revenue Service $ 50.99
Indian Head Bank 3,666.67
TOWN CONSTRUCTION
Sawyer Engineering $ 2,719.50
BONDS, NOTES, TERM NOTES, CAPITAL RESERVE
Trustees of the Trust Funds $ 23,500.00
STATE/COUNTY
Registry of Deeds $ 8.25
Treasurer, State of N.H. 150.00
Richard H. Thurston, Treasurer Carroll County 19,378.00
SCHOOL DISTRICT
Eaton School District $243,941.00
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REPORT OF
THE TOWN OF EATON PLANNING BOARD
A year ago at the annual town meeting the voters approved soil based
zoning and subsequently the planning board adopted these High Inten-
sity SoU Surveys in the Subdivision Regulations.
Today your board is introducing, among the twelve amendments to
the Zoning Ordinance for your consideration, provisions for "cluster" and
"commercial/light industrial" development, thereby implementing, in an
orderly manner, the Master Plan statements for land use and planned
growth. During the year applications for three subdivisions and one boun-
dary line adjustment were submitted and approved. Preliminary consulta-
tions were presented for an additional seven future subdivisions.
In accordance with the Capital Improvements Program authorized at
the 1987 annual town meeting, and after thorough review of the com-
mittee's report concerning projects for the next six years, your board sub-
mitted to the selectmen its recommendations for budget expenditures ap-
plicable to the upcoming year.
Regular meetings, scheduled for the third Wednesday of each month
at 7:30 P.M. at the Evans Memorial Building (Town Hall), will be March
16, April 20, May 18, June 15, July 20, August 17, September 21, October
19, November 16, December 21, 1988, and January 18, and February 15,
1989.








March 8, 1988 Richard H. Young
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W V
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TOWN OF EATON, N.H.
REPORT OF TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN
AND STATE FOREST RANGER
Between July 1986 and June 1987, we experienced fewer fires than nor-
mal. The three leading causes of forest fires were again children, fires
kindled without written permission of a Forest Fire Warden and debris
burning. All causes are preventable, but only with your help.
Please help our town and state forest fire officials with forest fire preven-
tion. Contact your Forest Fire Warden for more information.
Enforcement of a state timber harvest regulation is the responsibility
of State Forestry officials. Our state has excellent timber harvest regula-
tion; however, your assistance is needed.
If you know of a logging operation and suspect a state timber harvest
law may be violated, call your Forest Fire Warden or Concord Forest Pro-
tection Headquarters at (603) 271-2217.
If you own forest land, you became responsible for the timber tax pay-
ment starting April 1, 1986. This is a change in the Timber Tax Law that
will impact all forest landowners. Contact your Board of Selectmen for
timber tax forms.
FOREST FIRE STATISTICS — 1987
Number Fires Statewide 403
Acres Burned Statewide 189







E. SVEN CARLSON JAMES COOGAN
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TOWN OF EATON, N.H.
EATON CONSERVATION COMMISSION
1987
Calendar year 1987 proved to be an interesting and challenging year
for the Conservation Commission involving such things as a number of
Dredge and Fill Permits, a new addition to Town Forest, a renewed con-
tract on Foss Mountain, and the direct involvement of our Eaton children
in Town Land.
The Commission maintained a seasonal schedule for treating the water
at the Snow Spring. The tests were conducted by the Water Supply and
Pollution Control Commission with the Colliform Bacteria test count vary-
ing from 33, 122, to 138 cts. /100ml with the State's recommendation be-
ing less than 1 ct/lOOml for drinking water. Results will continue to be
posted.
We have been successful with our other seasonal program involving
naturalist David Brooks who has been leading our "Eaton Conservation
Days". David along with a number of students have spent much time
on the Keith Henny Tract laying out a nature trail and completing it this
fall. The one mile loop begins and ends at the Foss Mountain winter park-
ing lot and travels through a number of interesting areas and sites. Along
with the trail work the students experienced animal tracking, snowshoe-
ing, and how to use a compass.
Foss Mountain received a lot of our attention this year. First there was
the construction of a winter parking lot on the Keith Henny Tract. The
Selectmen wanted to eliminate the bottleneck of cars at the end of the
Foss Mountain Road. Second— the view on Manson Hill was cleared
again, a project that was last done ten years ago. The apple trees by the
cellar hole were pruned and doctored to benefit the wildlife in the area.
Third— the gates on Foss Mountain were repaired again, a yearly endeavor
trying to keep wheeled vehicles off the mountain. In conjunction the trail
to the summit was treated with lime, fertilizer, and grass seed a critical
project in such a fragile area with so much use. Fourth and finally the
Commission added new signs on the mountain. One was placed at the
top of Manson Hill and others at various gates indicating that the
blueberry crop is a commercial crop and that picking is not allowed until
after Labor Day, a condition of our contract with the commercial picker.
Our contract will be renewed with Mr. Lloyd Merrifield and his son
Timothy, commercial blueberry pickers from South Paris, Maine. The new
contract will be for another ten year period, and it is the Commission's
hope the townspeople will help in preserving and protecting the crop.
The income this year from the Foss Mountain crop was $2,065.37 which
was deposited into the Town Treasury.
The Commission completed painting the Town's property lines, a pro-
ject which was started last year.
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The Commission accepted as gift with the Selectmen's approval a 65
acre parcel on Foss Mountain called the Cummings Lot. The parcel was
surrounded by Town Forest and it was the Commission's and the Select-
men's feeling it would be in the Town's best interest to own it. The tract
will be known as the Nella Braddy Henney Tract.
We reviewed a number of Dredge and FUl Permits this summer rang-
ing from ponds, culverts, beach resurfacing, stream alterations and road
relocations. The Commission would like to bring to the townspeople's
attention that whenever water is involved directly or indirectly, seasonally
or otherwise a Dredge and Fill Permit is required by law. The process
involves a review by the Conservation Commission, as well as the Select-
men and the New Hampshire Wetlands Board in Concord. We recom-
mend that the parties involved apply as early as possible because it can
take a few months for Concord to review the application before the ac-
tual work can begin. Failure to comply can result in fines up to $2,000
administered by the Wetlands Board.
As provided under its bylaws, regular meeting of the Commission are
held at 7:30 pm on the second Monday of each month from April through
November at the Eaton Town Hall. Special meetings are given advance
public notice. All meetings are by law open to the public. The Commis-
sioners welcome active participation, especially by residents and
taxpayers.
The names of the members responsible for the actions reported above
are listed. Their terms end in August of the year indicated, except as
noted.
Louise Gray '87 Richard Fortin '89 Secretary
Philip Kelly '88 Chairman Jonathan Simonds '89
Chester Russell '89 Vice Chairman Philip Evans '87
Harry Fowler Jane Ross, Treasurer (March '88)
Louis Feron, Honorary member
Alan C. Robotham, Honorary member
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EATON CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Financial Statement
Balance January 1, 1987 3,563.91
Receipts
Interest on deposits 178.23
Henney Trust Reimbursement (12/10/86) 75.00
David Brooks fall program
Brooks Pasture Blueberry crop 1986 85.10
Henney Trust Reimbursement 1,100.00
Foss Mt. winter parking lot
Henney Trust Reimbursement 75.00
David Brooks winter program
Henney Trust Reimbursement 40.20
Purchase boundary line paint
Henney Trust Reimbursement 34.14
Foss Mt. trail-lime, seed, fertilizer
Henney Trust Reimbursement 75.00
David Brooks summer program
Henney Trust Reimbursement 75.00
David Brooks fall program
Henney Trust Reimbursement 75.00
David Brooks winter program
1,812.67 5,376.58
Disbursements
Bank service charge - new checks 6.80
Water Supply and Pollution Com. 8.00
Snow spring - bacteria test
Tom Roden - E.C.C. envelopes 22.00
Elwyn Thurston - Foss Mtn. 1,100.00
Winter parking lot
David Brooks - winter education 75.00
environmental program
Phil Kelly - (file cabinet 127.95) 241.15
(blueberry signs 113.20
Paris Farmer's Union 34.14
lime, fertilizer, grass seed
Jon Simonds - boundary line paint 40.20
PhU Evans - Water Supply P.C.C. 15.00
Snow spring - bacteria test
David Brooks - Summer education 75.00
David Brooks - Fall education 75.00
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N.H. Association Conservation Com. 46.00
1988 dues
Dick Fortin - stamps/copy fund
Tom Roden - 500 E.C.C. letterheads
Phil Evans - Water Supply P.C.C.
Snow spring - bacteria test
David Brooks - Winter education
20.00
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NORTH COUNTRY COUNCIL
ANNUAL REPORT
North Country Council was extremely busy in 1987 as it continuted to
provide a wide range of assistance to North Country communities.
As a regional non-profit, public agency chartered under NH RSA 36:45,
the Council is responsible for assisting its member communities in local
town planning, regional planning, economic development and numerous
other community services. In addition to the direct assistance the Coun-
cil provides each member community, it is an advocate for all North Coun-
try towns in legislative and funding issues with the state and federal
governments.
The North Country is experiencing tremendous growth and develop-
ment pressures. The Council is dedicated to assisting towns with the im-
pacts associated with these pressures. In order to more efficiently serve
its membership, the Council has assigned a staff person to respond to
each town's request for assistance. In this way, continuity between the
town and the Council is ensured and the overall effectiveness of the Coun-
cil is increased.
In Eaton, the Council provided technical assistance regarding commer-
cial and industrial districts as well as road standards.
The Council again provided information and guidance to many towns
on federal and state grant and loan programs. This past year the Council
administered over $6.7 million in Community Development Block Grant
funds in fifteen communities. The funds were used for housing rehabilita-
tion, downtown revitalization, public facility improvements, business
revolving loans, and feasibility studies for housing rehabilitation and
public facility improvements.
The Council has taken an active role in addressing the affordable hous-
ing issue in cooperation with member communities. The CouncU is
presently administering a regional housing rehabiliation program which
is making 358 housing units available to eligible North Country residents.
Community planning assistance has emphasized master planning and
improvement in local land use controls. New state mandates and com-
mercial and residential growth in several towns have created busy work
loads for planning boards. The Council's assistance takes many forms:
regional workshops, newsletters, regulation review and update, and
assistance on a regular or onetime basis for subdivision and site plan
applications.
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The Council sponsored four industrial development workshops for local
economic officials. The workshops provided information on business
recruitment, marketing and working cooperatively with federal and state
officials to promote community economic development.
The Council again co-sponsored the Municipal Law Lecture series with
the NH Municipal Association. The Law Lecture this year covered local
planning board procedures, administration and enforcement of or-
dinances, growth management and review of recent court cases and state
law changes regarding local land use planning.
Overall, the Council's major objective is to work with North Country
towns in solving local and regional problems. We rely on and appreciate
the involvement of town officials and residents and look forward to
assisting your town this coming year.
Jonathan M. Rutstein, Executive Director
Bonnie Ham, President
Henry Fowler, Town Representative
James Worcester, Town Representative
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SELECTMENS' REPORT
This year, our report notes with sadness the passing of Charles W.
Hurll, a man who served the Town in many ways, often without com-
pensation. He was our Moderator, Tax Collector, Fire Chief, chairman
of the Zoning Board of Adjustment, our informal heating, plumbing and
electrical expert, member of our Bicentennial Committee, a founder of
the Tricentennial Trust Fund for education of Eaton's children during its
fourth century, and a font of living history and friendship. He never turn-
ed away anyone who had a problem. He will be remembered.
The Board thanks those who served on the Capital Improvements Pro-
gram Committee and the Committee on Fire Suppression Needs Over
the Next Five Years. Their work will be discussed and voted on at Town
Meeting.
With a grant of $3,500.00 received in June from the Henney Historical
Trust, we have begun restoring and safeguarding old Town records. Mar-
nie Cobbs of Eaton was selected to do the work. She began in late
November.
In response to a petition that the Town take over the road, after con-
ducting engineering studies and determining costs of reconstruction of
Cove Camp Road to town standards, the Selectmen held a public hear-
ing on the matter. Since a majority of abutters petitioned against the pro-
ject, the Board rejected the request that the Town take over the road. No
costs were incurred by the Town.
In 1988 the Board hopes to expand our secretarial services to keep
regular office hours at Town Hall and to help relieve the Selectmen from
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SCHOOL DISTRICT OF EATON
SCHOOL BOARD
JoAnn L. Kelly Term Expires 1988
Jonathan Goodwin Term Expires 1989
Joyce Blue Term Expires 1990
MODERATOR







SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT NO. 9
Dr. William A. Jutras, Superintendent
David J. Hawkins, Asst. Superintendent
Dr. Richard G. Juve, Business Administrator
John Gotjen, Preschool Coordinator
James Northrop and Stephen Swenson, School Psychologist
Laura Jawitz, Chapter I Project Manager
Barbara Cleveland, Virginia Bailey, Elizabeth Ellis, and
Kerri Trumble Curtin, Nurse/Teacher
Barbara Anderson, Linda Rudin, Barbara Boxer and Aimee Mercer,
Art Teacher
Andrew Blanchard, Deryl Fleming, Rita Stevens and Jennifer Simone,
Ph. Ed. Teacher
Catherine Hawkins, Geraldine Bresnahan and Judith Harris,
Speech/Language Therapist
Becky Jefferson, Financial Director
Susan Gaudette and Kay Bates, Financial Assistant
Laurie Burnell and Priscilla Stimpson, Secretary
Jane Perley, Receptionist
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WARRANT FOR ANNUAL MEETING
OF THE EATON SCHOOL DISTRICT
To the inhabitants of the School District in the Town of Eaton, County
of Carroll, and State of New Hampshire, qualified to vote in District affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said District on
Tuesday, the 8th day of March, 1988, to vote for the following District
Officers. Polls will be open for this purpose at 1:00 p.m., and will not
close before 6:00 p.m.
ARTICLE 1. To elect a Moderator for the ensuing year.
ARTICLE 2. To elect a Clerk for the ensuing year.
ARTICLE 3. To elect a member of the School Board for the
ensuing three years.
ARTICLE 4. To elect a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
ARTICLE 5. To elect an Auditor for the ensuing year.
YOU ARE ALSO NOTIFIED TO MEET AT THE SAME PLACE AT
FOUR O'CLOCK IN THE AFTERNOON ON THE SAME DAY TO ACT
UPON THE FOLLOWING ARTICLES.
ARTICLE 6. To see if the District will vote to authorize the Eaton
School Board to apply for, accept and expend in the name of the School
District, such gifts, advances, grants in aid, or other funds for educational
purposes as may be available or forthcoming from any source during the
fiscal year, in accord with and upon such terms as are found in RSA
198:20-b.
ARTICLE 7. To see if the School District will vote to raise and ap-
propriate the sum of $10,000.00 to be placed in the Capital Reserve Fund
(School Bus), to be held in the custody of the Trustees of Trust Funds
for the Town of Eaton.
ARTICLE 8. To see if the School District will vote to raise and ap-
propriate the sum of $5,000.00 to be placed in the Capital Reserve Fund
(Special Education), to be held in the custody of the Trustees of Trust
Funds for the Town of Eaton.
ARTICLE 9. To see what sum of money the School District will vote
to raise and appropriate for the support of schools, for the payment of
salaries for school district officials and agents, and for the payment of
the statutory obligations of the District.
ARTICLE 10. To transact any other business that may legally come
before this meeting.
Given under our hands, this 1st day of February, 1988.
JoAnn L. Kelly
Joyce Blue
School Board of Eaton, N.H. Jonathan Goodwin
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EATON SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING
The annual meeting of the Eaton School District was called to order
at 4:00 p.m. on March 10, 1987, by School Moderator Alexander
McKenzie.
ARTICLES 1-5 were voted by ballot.
1. Moderator, Marc R. K. Bungeroth
2. School Board Member for 3 years, Joyce Blue
3. Auditor, Jane Gray
4. Treasurer, Pat Coogan
5. Clerk, Elizabeth Bungeroth
ARTICLE 6. Lauren Trapasso moved to have the School District ac-
cept the provisions of RSA 195-A as amended providing for the establish-
ment of area schools located in Conway, New Hampshire, in accordance
with the provisions of the plan on file with the district clerk which will
replace existing contracts. Paul Hennigan seconded the motion. Steven
Biddle and JoAnn Kelly discussed the merits of the area plan and stated
the committee and School Board recommended its endorsement. A ballot
vote was taken. The motion carried 20-3.
ARTICLE 7. Paul Hennigan moved to authorize the Eaton School
Board to apply for, accept, and expend in the name of the School District,
such gifts, advances, grants in aid, or other funds for educational pur-
poses as may be available or forthcoming from any sources during the
fiscal year, in accord with and upon such terms as are found in RSA
198:20-b. Jon Goodwin seconded. Motion carried 19-0.
ARTICLE 8. Frank Gospodarek moved to raise and appropriate the
sum of $10,000.00 to be placed in the Capital Reserve Fund (School Bus),
to be held in the custody of the Trustees of the Trust Fund for the Town
of Eaton. Richard Young seconded. The motion carried 20-0.
ARTICLE 9. Lauren Trapasso moved to establish a Capital Reserve
Fund in accordance with RSA Chapter 35, as amended, to be held in the
custody of the Trustees of Trust Funds for the Town of Eaton, said Reserve
Fund to be established solely for the purpose of unanticipated Special
Education costs; and to raise and appropriate the sum of five thousand
dollars ($5,000.00) to be placed in the Reserve Fund (Special Education).
Mark Provost seconded. Paul Hennigan asked that the article be explain-
ed. Dr. Willilam Jutras and JoAnn Kelly explained that the administra-
tion suggested it as an insurance policy for the fluctuating and unexpected
special education costs that might occur. It is an alternative to introduc-
ing a deficit article. The Board cannot spend the money without a vote
at the next annual meeting. The motion carried 19-0.
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ARTICLE 10. Grace T. Fowler moved to raise and appropriate two
hundred forty-one thousand three hundred seventy-three dollars
($241,373.00), as per page 82-83 of the 1987-1988 School District budget.
Lauren Trapasso seconded. The motion carried 19-0.
ARTICLE 11. Jon Goodwin questioned if there were a better time
to schedule the school meeting. After some discussion it was decided that
the Eaton School Board will decide on a new meeting time after public
input.
Suzanne Russell thanked Lauren Trapasso for her good work on the
School Board.
There being no further business, Steven Biddle moved to adjourn the
meeting. Allan Robotham seconded. The motion carried and the meeting









Time never stands still in an elementary school. While our children are
restless to grow up, we are working ever faster and harder to prepare
them for this rapidly growing world of ours. It behooves us in this time
of rapid change to constantly reassess our programs and progress, to keep
what is good, and continue to make improvements.
To this end, during the last school year Conway Elementary School
rewrote its philosophy, a statement of our vision for education. This was
done by a team of teachers, students, and parents with input from both
community and school members who looked carefully at the children who
attend our school, the community from which they come, and the world
they will be entering. We would like to share that philosophy with you
through a statement of the school goal and seven objectives, all of which
summarize our philosophical statement.
CONWAY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL GOAL
Every child will be given the opportunity and the encouragement to
achieve his or her highest potential.
CONWAY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL OBJECTIVES
1. To educate the whole child; intellectually, socially, emotionally, and
physically.
2 . To develop a positive self image through the acceptance and respect
of each child as a unique individual.
3 . To develop respect for quality, craftsmanship, and excellence.
4 . To develop social skills that lead to a respect for the differences among
people.
5. To enable children to assume responsibility for their own lives.
6. To include the larger community into the educational community.
7 . To continually encourage the interpersonal skills and supportive en-
vironment among the adults within the school community.
A philosophy is a living document that guides all programs and
methods within the school. In a continuing effort to provide an educa-
tion appropriate for every child, there have been a number of changes
made this year. We added one double portable classroom for our grade
4 to alleviate the crowded situation caused by increasing enrollments. We
increased our staff by two teachers, one each in grade 4 and grade 1. A
new special education program was implemented to better meet the needs
of our students. All classroom teachers have been trained and are using
a new substance abuse prevention curriculum called ME-ME, focusing
on decision making and self concept.
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The primary level teachers, kindergarten through grade 2, are work-
ing together to develop a reading-writing process curriculum to more
closely meet the needs of all our students. Independent reading has taken
on new meaning this year with our participation in the BOOK IT! pro-
gram that provides a pizza to all students who read their quota each
month. Our teachers continue to participate in a number of conferences,
workshops, and courses to broaden their awareness and improve skills.
We continue to provide other programs that have been of significant
importance in creating the best learning environment for our children.
The winter activities and junior ski program continue to provide out-of-
classroom experiences once a week during the ski season. The Tin Moun-
tain Conservation Center works with our third grade children once a week
all year long providing an awareness of and appreciation for the natural
environment of the area. Students have participated in field trips to the
Portland Symphony, the Kinderkonzerts, museums, and elsewhere. We
have enjoyed the New England Touring Theatre and storyteller Odds
Bodkin, visits by Smokey the Bear, and presentations by visitors from
other counties. Our PTO has provided free books for every child in school
through the RIF (Reading Is Fundamental) program three times during
the year.
Quality assessments of our programs are on-going and varied. Students
are followed as they go to the junior high to monitor their success and
our programming. Achievement tests (the California Achievement Tests)
are administered each fall with our students continuing to show signifi-
cant growth and achievement. Our school has been evaluated by the New
England Association of Schools and Colleges, and is among those few
elementary schools which will have been accredited by them.
As we continually self evaluate and measure our progress against our
goals and philosophy, we find reason to be proud of our school. Here
is a caring and professional faculty committed to the education of each
child; to help each child be the best that he/she can be. We look forward
to continued community support and the success that our cooperative
efforts can provide in the education of the children of Conway.
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SUPERINTENDENT'S REPORT
by Dr. William A. Jutras
Like a pendulum, the nine districts comprising School Administrative
Unit No. 9 swing in their interpretation of that amorphous value often
referred to as "local control." Last March, in decisive votes by eight districts
on the issue of an AREA agreement, local control was seen to encom-
pass a much larger region than individual towns. Pulling together, the
interested parties approved a plan for educational and financial coopera-
tion by an overwhelming average of 93% YES. In apparent contrast the
Conway School District on action approved by a majority of its school
board, will be asked if it would want to form its own SAU. If supported,
the board will seek approval by the State Board of Education for separa-
tion from SAU #9.
These events, of course, are symptomatic of a system which by most
reasonable standards is very large geographically (about one-ninth of the
State), has the greatest number of school boards, is experiencing con-
siderable growth now at the elementary school level, and is under cons-
tant pressure for better programs in such areas as special education. In
recognition of this, and in response to a study recently completed by the
N.H. School Boards Association, the SAU board has approved an addi-
tional Assistant Superintendent, secretary, and office space. Expansion
in administrative services has already been approved in Madison in the
way of a full-time Principal, and in Freedom with a half-time Principal.
Conway is considering a full-time Principal for its Pine Tree School.
In the meantime, we see more portable classrooms, and know that new
schools and additions and renovations must be approved now or in the
near future. Five building committees have been very active; these repre-
sent Conway, Tamworth, Bartlett, Freedom, and Madison. We owe them
much for their foresight, dedication, and effort.
Aside from system organization and construction issues, we have been
very busy in the area of curriculum and educational programs. Special
education has received much of our attention this past year. We have
had the most difficult responsibility of managing this program in the
absence of a Director of Special Services since last June. New classes have
been added, there has been a substantial increase in teacher and support
staff, Conway has established its own Director of Special Education posi-
tion for the 13-21 age population, and necessary out-of-district placements
have severely taxed our budgets.
Other curriculum areas addressed include Language Arts and Science;
curricula have been distributed to all nine schools, and are being piloted
this year. Substance abuse prevention has become a focal point of suc-
cess in Conway. New computers are being added to schools, with a ma-
jor purchase in progress for the Conway schools.
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Our past efforts in curriculum and pupil evaluation are reaping rewards.
Students are continuing to perform better on the California Achievement
Test. This is the same test that is administered by the State Department
of Education in grades 4, 8, and 10. For the first time, students in one
of our schools (K.A. Brett School in Tamworth) scored above the an-
ticipated level in every grade on the total battery which is a composite
of Reading, Language, and Mathematics. High school scores show
strength in Mathematics, Science, and Social Studies. Other areas tested
are gaining. We, therefore, acknowledge the professional response by
principals, teachers, and support staff in developing effective action plans
to maintain our strengths and overcome our weaknesses in student
performance.
The vitality and vision by our professionals is witnessed in another way.
It is expected that very soon, all nine schools in this administrative unit
will be accredited by the New England Association of Schools and Col-
leges. Kennett High School has already attained this stature in past years;
however, the elementary schools in New England have not had this op-
portunity until recently. Because of our quick response, we will be charter
members, setting the pace for colleagues in other school systems.
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REPORT OF SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
Eaton School District
Fiscal Year July 1, 1986 to June 30, 1987
Cash on Hand July 1, 1986
(Treasurer's Bank Balance) $ 8,652.80
Received From Selectmen $ 229,941.00
Revenue From State Sources 872.73
Received From all Other Sources 998.97
Total Receipts $ 231,812.70
Total Amount Available for Fiscal Year $ 240,465.50
Less School Board Orders Paid 216,741.49
Balance on Hand June 30, 1987
(Treasurer's Bank Balance) $ 23,724.01
21 July 1987 Patricia H. Coogan
District Treasurer
This is to certify that 1 have examined the books, vouchers, bank
statements and other financial records of the treasurer of the school district
of Eaton of which the above is a true summary for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1987, and find them correct in all respects.
Jane K. Gray
22 July 1987 Auditor
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TOTAL LIABILITIES AND FUND EQUITY
STATEMENT OF REVENUES
For the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1987
cct. No.
TOWN OF EATON, N.H.
CONWAY SCHOOL DISTRICT
North Conway, N.H.






1100 Regular Education $1,107,852.03
1200 Special Education 86,344.25
1300 Vocational Education 422,221.59
1400 Co-Curricular Education 121,129.32
2120 Guidance Services 107,434.20
2130 Health Services 21,239.30
2210 Improvement of Instruction 18,449.40
2220 Educational Media Services 70,243.17
2310 School Board Services 28,612.26
2320 Office of Superintendent of Schools 164,284.70
2410 Office of the Principal Services 114,133.35
2490 Support Services - Adm. 47,713.42
2540 Operation & Maintenance of Plant 438,742.47
2640 Staff Services 805.82
2900 Other Support Services 6,848.20
4900 Building Improvement 24,724.60
5240 Food Services 2,580.00
Actual High School Expenditures $2,783,358.08
Plus Student Activites Transportation 10,603.96
$2,793,962.04 ^ 713.2 = $3,917.50
$2,793,962.04
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CAPITAL OUTLAY EXPENDITURES
Equipment $ 55,347.47
Sites (20 years, 1978-79) 4,854.00
Prin. on Debt (new) 74,375.00
Int. on Debt (new) 56,636.56
$191,213.03
REVENUE CREDITS




Building Aid - Roof 2,980.00
$89,829.23
$191,213.03 - $89,829.23 = $101,383.80
$101,383.80 ^ 713.2 = $142.15
ACTUAL COST: $3,917.50 + $142.15 = $4,059.65
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Unencumbered Balance $ 7,275.07 $ 22,024.00 $
Foundation Aid 872.73 647.00
Other Local Revenue 998.97 250.00 500.00
Total Revenue $ 9,146.77 $ 22,921.00 $ 500.00
District Assessment 229,941.00 233,452.00 309,265.00
GRAND TOTAL $239,087.77 $256,373.00 $309,765.00
REVENUE
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TOWN OF EATON, N.H.
ACCOUNTANT'S REPORT ON
FINANCIAL PRESENTATION
To the Members of the School
Administrative Unit No. 9 Board
Conway, New Hampshire
We have examined the general purpose financial statements of the
School Administrative Unit No. 9 as of and for the year ended June 30,
1987, as listed in the table of contents. Our examination was made in ac-
cordance with generally accepted auditing standards and, accordingly,
included such tests of the accounting records and such other auditing
procedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances.
As described in Note IB, the general purpose financial statements refer-
red to above do not include the General Fixed Asset Group of Accounts,
which should be included to conform with generally accepted accoun-
ting principles. The amount that should be recorded in the General Fix-
ed Assets Account Group is not known.
In our opinion, except that omission of the General Fixed Asset Group
of Accounts results in an incomplete presentation, as explained in the
above paragraph, the general purpose financial statements referred to
above present fairly the financial position of the School Administrative
Unit No. 9, at June 30, 1987, and the results of its operations for the year
then ended, in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles
applied on a basis consistent with that of the preceding year.
Our examination was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on
the general purpose financial statements taken as a whole. The individual
fund financial statements listed in the table of contents are presented for
purposes of additional analysis and are not a required part of the general
purpose financial statements of the School Administrative Unit No. 9.
Such information has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied
in the examination of the general purpose financial statements and, in
our opinion, is fairly stated in all material respects in relation to the general
purpose financial statements taken as a whole.
Paul J. Mericier, CPA
July 20, 1987 CARRI-PLODZIK-SANDERSON
Professional Association
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REPORT OF THE EATON SCHOOL BOARD
We have had a busy year through 1987, beginning with the approval
(by all towns) of the AREA agreement. The outlying towns in SAU No.
9 now have representation on the Conway Educational Committee, a new
committee initiated as a result of this agreement. This is the beginning
of direct input from outlying towns to the Conway School Board regar-
ding education. JoAnn Kelly is currently the AREA representative on this
committee.
An AREA planning committee has also been established, consisting of
2 citizens (Steven Biddle and Linda Jenkins) and a school board member
(JoAnn Kelly) to conduct an ongoing study of the organizational struc-
ture of the AREA school districts.
The Conway School Board meeting schedule and agendas are posted
at the store. Please check if there is a current concern or issue regarding
the Conway Schools, this is a good medium which to voice your opinion.
The personnel committee (Joyce Blue, representative) has also been busy
interviewing candidates for the Special Education Directorship and we
are pleased to have Steven Gordon on the board for April 1988.
The budget committee (Jon Goodwin, representative), was just recent-
ly disbanded for a new approach in which the entire SAU No. 9 board
tackled the budget, line by line. We had many late meetings.
The Eaton School Board meets as part of the SAU No. 9 board on the
3rd Wednesday of every other month. We meet as a town board on the
1st Monday of every other month. At each Eaton meeting, a presenta-
tion is made by an administrator or a speaker of your choice. Please let
one of us know of a topic of interest so a representative from the school
can speak on that topic. Some past presentations have been made by
David Hawkins, speaking on Home School Programs and Dr. Juve speak-
ing on the new lunch program.
Last, but certainly not least, the Eaton School Board has had great
pleasure in honoring the following students for perfect attendance 1986-87:
Jinea Blue, Aaron Gray and Sam Biddle. For honor roll 1986-87 school
year: Debbie Bean— 7th grade; Sam Biddle— 8th grade; Tara Bellezza— 9th
grade; and JoAnne Heath -9th grade.
Congratulations again!
We welcome your participation and input to the board. Please join us.
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VITAL STATISTICS
In compliance with an act of legislature passed in 1887, requiring clerks
of towns and cities to furnish a transcript of record of births, marriages,
and deaths to the town officers for publication in the annual report, the
following are submitted.
Ruby A. B. Hurll, Town Clerk
Eaton, N.H.
BIRTHS
July 9, 1987- Christopher Kirk Curzon, born North Conway, N.H.;
Father, John Joseph Curzon, born N.J.; Mother, Sheila Marie Curzon,
born N.J
August 14, 1987 - Matthew Richard Weegar, bom North Conway, N.H.;
Father, Matthew Holmes Weegar, born Maine; Mother, Vicki Lynn
Weegar, born N.H.
August 14, 1987 - Mariah Einstein Wilcox, born North Conway, N.H.;
Father, Richard F. Wilcox, Jr., born Mass.; Mother, Brenda Einstein
Wilcox, born South Dakota.
November 18, 1987 - Amanda Lee Hoyt, born Concord, N.H.; Father,
Robert Eaton Hoyt, born N.H.; Mother, Yvonne Marie Hoyt, born Mass.
September 9, 1986 - Scott Phillips, born Bridgton, Maine; Father, William
J. Phillips, born Maryland; Mother, Mary E. Phillips, born Maryland.
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MARRIAGES
April 24, 1987 - In Eaton. Warren K. Dixon, born Canada, resident, On-
tario, Canada; Deborah A. Erskine, born New York, resident, Eaton, N.H.
Married by Edward J. Cravedi, J. P.
June 6, 1987 - In Eaton. Stephen W. Reeder, born Mass., resident South
Burlington, Vermont; Laurie L. MacDonald, born New York, resident
South Burlington, Vermont. Married by Reverend Richard F. Wilcox.
June 26, 1987 - In South Eaton. Jonathan Simonds, born N.H., resi-
dent Eaton, N.H.; Barbara J. Stone, born Mass., resident Eaton. Married
by Reverend Diane L. Merrill.
June 27, 1987 - In Eaton. Martin Lazar, born Illinois, resident Auburn
Hills, Michigan; Karen E. Theberge, born Mass., resident Auburn Hills,
Michigan. Married by Reverend Fred P. Lee.
July 18, 1987 - In Eaton. David W. Blackwell, born Maine, resident Win-
throp, Maine; Sherry R. Paquette, born Conn., resident Winthrop, Maine.
Married by Reverend Diane L. Merrill.
August 22, 1987 - In Eaton. Bruce D. Bowers, born Maine, resident
Portland, Maine; Kerry Anne Blackington, born Maine, resident Portland,
Maine. Married by Reverend Richard F. Wilcox.
August 29, 1987 - In Eaton. John C. Wieneke, born Iowa, resident
Laguna Beach, California; Virginia Simonds, born N.H., resident Los
Angeles, California. Married by Reverend Diane L. Merrill.
October 7, 1987 - In Conway, N.H. Donald G. Blue, born California,
resident Eaton, N.H.; Vicki M. Gregory, born Australia, resident Eaton.
Married by Edward J. Cravedi, J. P.
November 10, 1987 - In Eaton. Gordon D. Stokes, born Mass., resident
Dowagiac, Michigan; Lillian M. Hathaway, born Mass., resident Saugus,
Mass. Married by Reverend Richard F. Wilcox.
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DEATHS
February 9, 1987 - Ethel May Perkins, age 86; resident, Eaton, N.H.;
Birthplace, Parsonfield, Maine; Place of death. North Conway, N.H.;
Burial, Lakeview Cemeter, Freedom, N.H.
February 12, 1987 - Margaret Louise Fraser, age 86; resident Snowville,
Eaton, N.H.; Birthplace, Danielson, Conn.; place of death. North Con-
way, N.H.; Burial, Conway Village Cemetery, Conway, N.H.
February 22, 1987 - Clifford Winslow Russell, age 67; resident, Con-
way, N.H.; Birthplace, Conway, N.H.; place of death, Eaton, N.H.;
Burial, Conway Village Cemetery, Conway, N.H.
August 27, 1987 - Olive Idella Hammond, age 97; resident Eaton, N.H.;
Birthplace, Medfield, Mass.; place of death, Ossipee, N.H.; Burial, Cam-
bridge Cemetery, Cambridge, Mass.
December 10, 1987 - Charles W. Hurll, age 79; resident, Eaton, N.H.;
Birthplace, New Bedford, Mass.; place of death. Concord, N.H.; Burial,
Snowville Cemetery, Eaton, N.H.
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FEE SCHEDULE
Building Permit Application - $.50 per thousand dollars of estimated cost;
minimum $5.00
Subdivision - $25.00 plus $5.00 per lot and cost of hearing (includes mail-
ing and advertisements and notices).
Board of Adjustment — Cost of mailing, hearing advertisements, notices
and cost of hearing.
Pistol - Revolver License - $4.00
Current Use Application - $3.00 per parcel
Inspection of New Oil Burner Installations - $10.00 (Installer must con-
tact Fire Chief).
Inspection of Unvented Kerosene Heaters - $2.00 (contact Fire Chief)
State Dredge & Fill Permit - Minimum impact: $10.00, Minor impact:
$25.00, Major impact: $100.00 (File application with Town Clerk).
Zoning Ordinances, Subdivision Regulations, and Site Plan Review
Regulations are free to taxpapyers of Eaton. There is a $10.00 fee for all
others.
IF YOU HAVE A FIRE ... The Town of Eaton pays for all fire and rescue
calls made by the Conway Fire Department out of tax monies; individuals
pay nothing. You can save the Town a considerable amount of tax money
by requesting your agent to include in your fire insurance policy - at
nominal cost — a "Recovery Clause" which will pass on to the insurance
company at least some of the cost of response by the Conway Fire Depart-






(Sometime in August 1988 a 911 Emergency number





*Eaton Fire Chief 447-3935
Deputy Fire Chief 447-6787
Eaton Forest Fire Warden 447-6787
Deputy Fire Wardens 447-2880
447-2403
367-4388
*For fire and rescue, telephone the Conway Fire Department
(447-5522) before calling Eaton fire officials.
